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Abstract

The set of all nilpotent elements in an IFP near-ring is characterized and necessary and
sufficient conditions for the set of all nilpotent elements of an IFP near-ring to form an ideal
are obtained.

Subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc.(MOS) 1970): 16 A 76.

Introduction

IFP near-rings are introduced in Bell (1970, 1971), Ligh (1970, 1972) and Pilz
(1977). Commutative near-rings, near-rings without nilpotent elements, right
duo-near-rings are some examples of IFP near-rings. In this paper we wish to
obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the set of all nilpotent elements of an
IFP near-ring to form an ideal. This paper is divided into three sections. In
Section 1 we present preliminaries. In Section 2 we characterize the set of all
nilpotent elements in an IFP near-ring. In Section 3 different types of prime
ideals are introduced and necessary and sufficient conditions for the set of all
nilpotent elements of an IFP near-ring to form an ideal are obtained.

An algebraic system N = (N, +,., 0) is called a near-ring if and only if (i)
(N, +,0) is a group, (ii) (N,.) is a semi-group, (iii) a(b + c) = ab + ac for all a,b,c
in N and (iv) 0a = 0 for all a in N. A subset K of N is said to be an ideal of TV if
(i) (K, +) is a normal subgroup of (N, +), (ii) (a + k)b — ab belongs to K for all
a,b in N and keK, and (iii) akeK for all a e N and k e K. If (i) and (ii) are satisfied
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then K is called a right ideal of N. An element a in N is said to be nilpotent if
an = 0 for some positive integer «. A near-ring N is said to fulfil the insertion-of-
factors-property (IFP) provided that for all a,b,neN: ab = 0 implies anb = 0.

If M is any subset of a near-ring N, then ^(M) stands for the set {aeN: Ma = 0}.

Throughout this section N stands for an IFP near-ring. If AT is a subset of N,
P(K) stands for \Jk e K A(k) and A"* stands for the set of all non-zero elements of N.

LEMMA 2.1. Ifn^n^eN, then

The proof is easy and will be omitted.

If K is a sub-semi-group of (A7,.) we shall denote the complement of KuP(K)
byL(K).

THEOREM 2.2. Let K be a maximal sub-semi-group in N*. Then for each yeL(K),
there exists an xeK such that xy is nilpotent.

PROOF. Let yeL(K) and M be the sub-semi-group of (A7,.) generated by Ku {y}.
Since y$K, M contains K properly. Therefore, OeM. Now there exist xv x2,..., xn

in K such that x1y
ilx2y

it..-xny
in = 0. Put x = x1x2...xn. Clearly xeK. Since

Â  is an IFP near-ring, inserting x1,x2,.--,xn suitably in x1y
ilx2y

ia--.xny
in = 0,

we obtain (xy)il+i*+-••+*» = 0. Therefore xy is nilpotent.

DEFINITION 2.3. If N has no multiplicative sub-semi-group in N*, put Q(N) = N.
If Â  has multiplicative sub-semi-group in #*, define Q(N) — N\ UasA^a where

is ^e family of all maximal sub-semi-groups in N*.

THEOREM 2.4. Q{N) is precisely the set of all nilpotent elements of N.

PROOF. Suppose A' has no sub-semi-group in N*. Then each element of N is
nilpotent. In this case Q(N) is precisely the set of all nilpotent elements of N.
Assume that N has sub-semi-groups in N*. Let {Ka}aeA be the family of maximal
sub-semi-groups in N*. Since each Ka contains no nilpotent elements, Q(N)
contains all the nilpotent elements of N. Suppose x e Q(N) is not nilpotent. Then
K = {x, x2,...} is a multiplicative sub-semi-group in N* and it can be extended to a
maximal sub-semi-group K' in N*. Since xeK', x$Q(N), a contradiction.
Therefore Q(N) is precisely the set of all nilpotent elements of N.
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In this section we introduce three types of prime ideals and the radicals associated
with these prime ideals. We obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the set
of all nilpotent elements of an IFP near-ring to form an ideal.

DEFINITION 3.1. An ideal P of a near-ring N is a prime ideal of type 2 if for all
x,yeN, xyeP implies xeP or yeP.

DEFINITION 3.2. An ideal P of a near-ring N is a prime ideal of type 1 if for all
x,yeN, xNy^P implies xeP or yeP.

DEFINITION 3.3. An ideal P of a near-ring N is a prime ideal of type 0 if for all
finite sets a1; c^,..., an of ideals of N, ax a^... <xn s p implies at least one a4 c />.

A prime ideal of type 0 is a prime ideal in the sense of Ramakotaiah (1967).
In the case of commutative rings all the above definitions are equivalent whereas
in the case of non-commutative rings the last two definitions are equivalent. How-
ever, in the case of near-rings the above three definitions are not equivalent. It is
easy to check that a prime ideal of type 2 is a prime ideal of type 1 and a prime
ideal of type 1 is a prime ideal of type 0. We now introduce radicals associated
with the three types of prime ideals introduced above.

DEFINITION 3.4. Let N be an arbitrary near-ring. If N has no prime ideals of
type v, the v-prime radical of N is N for v = 0,1,2. If N has a prime ideal of type v,
the v-prime radical of N is the intersection of all prime ideals of type v for v = 0,1,2,
and hence an ideal.

We denote the r-prime radical of N by PV(N) for v = 0,1,2. The radical P0(N)
is the radical /_2(A0 is the sense of Ramakotaiah (1967) and some of its properties
are investigated in Ramakotaiah (1967). It is clear that P2(N) contains PX(AO and
Pi(N) contains P0(N). In Ramakotaiah (1967) it is shown that each element of
J_Z(N) = P0(N) is nilpotent.

If N is an IFP near-ring, we have shown that Q(N) is precisely the set of all
nilpotent elements of N (Theorem 2.4), although Q(N) is not an ideal in general.
In order that Q(N) be an ideal, some additional conditions must be imposed on N.
We know that prime ideals of type 1 and type 0 are the same in the case of non-
commutative rings. We shall examine the consequences when every prime ideal of
type 0 is a prime ideal of type 1.

THEOREM 3.5. Every prime ideal of type I in an IFP near-ring contains all nilpotent
elements.
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PROOF. Let P be a prime ideal of type 1 and a, a nilpotent element with order of
nilpotency k. Suppose a$P. Write a0 = a. Since a^^P, there exists toeN such, that
at = aQtoao$P; otherwise OQSP since P is a prime ideal of type 1. If we continue
this process we obtain two sequences {an}, {tn} such that an+1 = antnan,
n = 0,1,2,... and an+1 $P. So each an^0. The number of a's that occur in ak is 2*
and a2* = 0. Since Nis an IFP near-ring, inserting t0, tlt...,/n_x suitably, it can be
shown that an = 0, for n^k, a contradiction. Therefore aeP.

COROLLARY 3.6. If N is an IFP near-ring, then PX(N) contains Q(N).

PROOF. Since every prime ideal of type 1 contains Q(N), Pi(N) contains Q(N).
In Ramakotaiah (1967), it is shown that each element of P0(N) is nilpotent.

Therefore P0(N) is contained in Q{N), and so we have a proof of:

THEOREM 3.7. Let N be an IFP near-ring. If every prime ideal of type 0 is a prime
ideal of type 1, then Q(N) is an ideal.

COROLLARY 3.8. If N is an IFP near-ring which is a ring, then Q(N) is an ideal.

PROOF. Since every prime ideal of type 0 is a prime ideal of type 1, Q(N) is an
ideal of N.

THEOREM 3.9. Let N be an IFP near-ring in which each prime ideal of type 0 is a
prime ideal of type 1. Then P0(N) = J^(N) where J_X(N) (Ramakotaiah 1967) is the
sum of all nil ideals.

PROOF. By Theorem 3.7, Q(N) = P0(N). By Theorem 3.4 of Ramakotaiah (1967),
J-t(N) is a nil ideal and hence J_i(A0e Q(N) = P0(N). But we have PoiN^J^N).
Therefore J_X(N) = P0(iV).

If an IFP near-ring N is a ring we can say something about iV \ A" for each maximal
sub-semi-group Kin N*. In the remaining part of this section we assume that JV
is an IFP near-ring which is a ring. We remark that for each maximal sub-semi-
group K in N*, N\K is precisely the set of elements yeN such that for some
xeK, xy is nilpotent.

THEOREM 3.10. IfN is an IFP ring, then for each maximal sub-semi-group Kin N*,
N\K is an ideal of N.

PROOF. Let yx,y^eN\K. Then there exist mx,mzeK such that mxyx and miyz

are nilpotent. Therefore there exist integers «x and n% such that

= 0.
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Inserting m2s in (m^y^y11 = 0 and m^s in (m^y^ = 0 suitably, it can be shown
that {m1m2ydni = {m^m^y^ = 0. Let n be an integer greater than or equal to
nx+n2. A typical term in the expansion of (m1m2y1—m1m2yi)

n is of the form
I(m1m2y1)

il...(m1m2y2)
ik where / is an integer and *1+/2+... + /fc = n. In this

product either the sum of the powers of m1m2y1 is greater than or equal to ^ or
the sum of the powers of m1m2 y2 is greater than or equal to Mj. In the former case,
inserting the terms m1m2y1 and mxm2y2 suitably in (m1m2yJ)

ni = 0 we can show
that the above typical term is zero. Similarly, the second case can be disposed of.
Therefore m^^m^i—y^ is nilpotent and hencey1—y2eN\K, otherwise ^contains
zero. For any yeN\K and neN, it is easy to verify that ny and yn belong to
N\K. Therefore N\K is an ideal.

COROLLARY 3.11. If N is an IFP ring, then for each maximal sub-semi group K in
N*, N\K is a minimal prime ideal of type 1.

PROOF. Since K is a maximal sub-semi-group in N*, N\K is a minimal prime
ideal of type 2. Therefore N\K is a prime ideal of type 1. Let P be any prime ideal
of type 1 contained in N\K. Let yeN\K. There exists xeK such that (xyf = 0
for some positive integer /. Now for all neN, (xny)l = Q. Since P contains all
nilpotent elements (by Theorem 3.5); xnyeP for all neN. Therefore xNycp.
Since P is a prime ideal of type 1 and since x$P, yeP. Therefore N\K = P and
hence N\K is a minimal prime ideal of type 1.

COROLLARY 3.12. In an IFP ring N, an ideal P is a minimal prime ideal of type 2,
if and only ifP = N\Kfor some maximal sub-semi-group K in N*.

PROOF. If P = N\K for some maximal sub-semi-group K in N*, then P is a
minimal prime ideal of type 2. Conversely suppose P is a minimal prime ideal of
type 2. Put K= N\P. Then K is a sub-semi-group in N* and hence K can be
extended to a maximal semi-group-sub K' in .AT*. Now N\K' is a prime ideal of
type 2 and N/K'^P. Since P is minimal, P = N\K'. Therefore K = K' and hence
P = N\K. This completes the proof of the theorem.

COROLLARY 3.13. If N is an IFP ring then Q(N) is the intersection of all minimal
prime ideals of type 2.

The proof is easy and will be omitted.

Finally, we make the following characterization.
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THEOREM 3.14. If N is an IFP ring, then the following statements are equivalent.
(1) Q(N) is the intersection of all minimal prime ideals of type 2.
(2) Q(N) is the intersection of all prime ideals of type 1.
(3) Q(N) is the largest nil ideal ofN.

PROOF. (1) is the Corollary 3.13. (2) follows from Theorem 3.5. The proof of (3)
follows from Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 3.8.
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